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Halogen-Free 𝛑-Conjugated Polymers Based on
Thienobenzobisthiazole for Efficient Nonfullerene Organic
Solar Cells: Rational Design for Achieving High Backbone
Order and High Solubility

Naoya Nakao, Masahiko Saito, Tsubasa Mikie, Takumi Ishikawa, Jihun Jeon,
Hyung Do Kim, Hideo Ohkita, Akinori Saeki, and Itaru Osaka*

In 𝛑-conjugated polymers, a highly ordered backbone structure and solubility
are always in a trade-off relationship that must be overcome to realize highly
efficient and solution-processable organic photovoltaics (OPVs). Here, it is
shown that a 𝛑-conjugated polymer based on a novel thiazole-fused ring,
thieno[2′,3′:5,6]benzo[1,2-d:4,3-d′]bisthiazole (TBTz) achieves both high
backbone order and high solubility due to the structural feature of TBTz such
as the noncovalent interlocking of the thiazole moiety, the rigid and
bent-shaped structure, and the fused alkylthiophene ring. Furthermore, based
on the electron-deficient nature of these thiazole-fused rings, the polymer
exhibits deep HOMO energy levels, which lead to high open-circuit voltages
(VOCs) in OPV cells, even without halogen substituents that are commonly
introduced into high-performance polymers. As a result, when the polymer is
combined with a typical nonfullerene acceptor Y6, power conversion
efficiencies of reaching 16% and VOCs of more than 0.84 V are observed, both
of which are among the top values reported so far for “halogen-free” polymers.
This study will serve as an important reference for designing 𝛑-conjugated
polymers to achieve highly efficient and solution-processable OPVs.

1. Introduction

Tremendous efforts have been devoted to the development of π-
conjugated polymers for use as p-type and n-type (i.e., donor and
acceptor) semiconducting materials toward the goal of improving
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the performance of organic photovoltaics
(OPVs) in the last few decades.[1–4] With
the emergence of nonfullerene acceptors
in place of fullerene acceptors,[5–7] OPVs
that use π-conjugated polymers as the elec-
tron donor have recently been shown to
demonstrate power conversion efficiencies
(PCEs) in excess of 18%.[8–10] In general,
the device performance of OPVs relies on
the structural order of the polymers, thus
the high backbone coplanarity and/or or-
der is one of the important design strate-
gies. However, enhanced backbone copla-
narity typically lowers the solubility of the
polymers, which limits solution process-
ability and fine control of the morphol-
ogy/phase separation. This trade-off must
be overcome in order to achieve highly ef-
ficient and solution-processable OPVs.

The use of fused rings as a building unit
is a familiar strategy for the design of π-
conjugated polymers with high backbone
order.[11–13] In parallel, the use of thiazole
rings can further increase the coplanarity

of the backbone to achieve high backbone order.[14–16] Linking
a thiazole moiety with thiophene at the 2-position is consid-
ered to induce a noncovalent interaction between the thiazole ni-
trogen and thiophene sulfur due to the donation of a nitrogen
lone pair to the antibonding orbital of the C–S bond, which in
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of the π-conjugated polymers based on a) benzo[1,2-d:4,5-d′]bisthiazole (BBTz) PNBTz1, b) benzo[1,2-d:4,3-d′]bisthiazole
(iBBTz) PiNBTz1, and c) thieno[2′,3′:5,6]benzo[1,2-d:4,3-d′]bisthiazole (TBTz) PTBTz1 and PTBTz2.

turn interlocks the linkage and prevents torsion (Figure 1a).[17]

For example, we previously reported that a π-conjugated poly-
mer, named PNBTz1 (Figure 1a), which incorporates benzo[1,2-
d:4,5-d′]bisthiazole (BBTz) in combination with benzo[1,2-b:4,5-
b′]dithiophene (BDT) showed reasonably high photovoltaic per-
formance likely due to the high backbone order originating in the
rigid-rod structure.[18] Moreover, it is important to note that be-
cause of the electron-deficient nature of the BBTz unit, PNBTz1
provided deep highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) en-
ergy levels and thereby high open-circuit voltages (VOCs) despite
the fact that it possesses no halogen groups (halogen groups
are typically introduced to the BDT unit as alkylthiophene sub-
stituents in most high-performance polymers to ensure deep
HOMO energy levels).[19–21] These findings suggest that thiazole-
based fused rings have great advantages over other building units
for donor polymers, as halogenation, particularly fluorination, re-
quires additional synthetic steps under severe cryogenic condi-
tions with relatively low reaction yields, resulting in higher syn-
thetic costs.[19,22] Indeed, several groups have recently reported
on the importance of halogen-free π-conjugated polymers.[23–26]

As we continued our study, however, we found that the solu-
bility of PNBTz1 significantly decreased with increasing molec-
ular weight, which significantly deteriorated its solution pro-
cessability. As high-molecular-weight polymers have great ad-
vantages over their low-molecular-weight counterparts in terms
of film forming property and the ability to form extended poly-
mer networks in the film, which are crucial for achieving high-
performance π-conjugated polymers for OPVs, it is desirable that
the solubility is kept high even when the molecular weight is in-
creased. Here, we designed a series of new π-conjugated poly-
mers, named PiNBTz1 (Figure 1b), PTBTz1 and PTBTz2 (Fig-
ure 1c), that are based on benzo[1,2-d:4,3-d′]bisthiazole (iBBTz)
and thieno[2′,3′:5,6]benzo[1,2-d:4,3-d′]bisthiazole (TBTz), respec-
tively. It should be noted that iBBTz has only been used as a build-
ing unit for small molecules in organic semiconductors[27] and,
to the best of our knowledge, TBTz is a novel fused ring system.
The bent shape of iBBTz and TBTz and the additionally fused
alkylthiophene moiety of TBTz made these new polymers signifi-
cantly more soluble than PNBTz1. Importantly, PTBTz2 with the
optimized side chains achieved high backbone order at the same
time. As a result, PTBTz2 exhibited improved photovoltaic perfor-
mance with PCEs as high as 15.9% by using Y6 as the acceptor
material. We also note that these polymers showed VOCs of more

than 0.84 V. These PCEs as well as VOCs are among the top val-
ues reported so far for halogen-free polymers.[23–26] This study
demonstrates that TBTz is a promising building unit for high-
performance π-conjugated polymers for OPVs, and that careful
molecular design can achieve polymers with both high backbone
order and high solubility.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Polymer Synthesis

The synthesis of PiNBTz1 is illustrated in Scheme 1 (up-
per panel). Although synthetic methodologies for iBBTz have
been reported,[27–29] they require a relatively large number
of synthetic steps and/or expensive reagents. We thus de-
signed a new synthetic route to iBBTz using 4,4′-dibromo-2,2′-
bis(triisopropylsilyl)-5,5′-bithiazole (1),[30] which was diformy-
lated to give 2, followed by cyclization via the McMurry reaction
to afford disilylated iBBTz derivative (3). After desilylation (4) and
subsequent dibromination (5), the iBBTz derivative was cross-
coupled with stannylated 3-(2-butyloctyl)thiophene via the Stille
reaction to give 6, which was further reacted with NBS to form
iBBTz monomer 7. PiNBTz1 was finally synthesized from 7 with a
benzodithiophene monomer having 2-ethylhexyl groups as thio-
phene substituents. Note that the alkyl groups used for PiNBTz1
were exactly the same as those used for PNBTz1.

PTBTzs were also synthesized from common intermediate 1
(Scheme 1, lower panel). The Stille reaction of 1 with stannylated
5-alkylthiophene having either an octyl group or a 2-ethylhexyl
group as the alkyl substituent (R) provided alkylthiophene-
substituted bithiazole derivatives 8 and 9, respectively. The cy-
clization of 8 and 9 via the intramolecular C–H activation re-
action afforded disilylated TBTz derivatives 10 and 11, respec-
tively, which were then desilylated (12 and 13) and dibrominated
(14 and 15). Cross-coupling of 14 and 15 with stannylated thio-
phene having either a 2-butyloctyl group or a 2-ethylhexyl group
as the substituent R′ yielded 16 and 17, respectively, which were
dibrominated to give TBTz monomers 18 and 19, respectively.
Polymerization of 18 and 19 with benzodithiophene monomers
yielded PTBTz1 (R = octyl, R′ = 2-butyloctyl) and PTBTz2 (R = R′

= 2-ethylhexyl), respectively. It should be noted that, given the un-
symmetrical structure of TBTz and the absence of regioselectivity
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of PiNBTz1, PTBTz1, and PTBTz2.

in the TBTz monomers (18 and 19), neither PTBTz1 nor PTBTz2
backbone has a regioregular structure.

Number-average and weight-average molecular weights (Mn
and Mw, respectively) of PiNBTz1 were 81 300 and 153 000, re-
spectively, with a dispersity (Ð) of 1.88 (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). The Mn and Mw of PTBTz1 were 73 600 and 166
000 (Ð = 2.26), respectively, and those of PTBTz2 were 74 100
and 162 300 (Ð = 2.19), respectively. These molecular weights
were all higher than or similar to those of PNBTz1 mainly used
in this study for comparison (Mn = 56 000, Mw = 133 000, Ð
= 2.38). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements
revealed no phase transition peak in the range of 20–350 °C for
PiNBTz1 and PTBTz2, whereas PTBTz1 showed a phase transi-
tion peak that appeared to correspond to a melting point at 328
°C (Figure S2, Supporting Information). All the polymers were
thus considered thermally stable.

We tested the solubility of the polymers in chloroform (CF)
at 50 °C. The maximum concentration for PNBTz1 was approx-
imately 12 g L−1. However, the solubility was significantly de-
creased to 6 g L−1 when the molecular weight was increased (Mn
= 78 500), which was detrimental to the device fabrication. On the
other hand, the maximum concentration for PiNBTz1, PTBTz1,
and PTBTz2 was approximately 14, 18, and 12 g L−1, which were

more than twice higher than PNBTz1 with the similar molecular
weight.

2.2. Polymer Properties and Structures

HOMO and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy
levels were estimated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements
of polymer thin films (Figure 2a and Figure S4, Supporting In-
formation). PiNBTz1 and PTBTz2 had HOMO energy levels in
the range of −5.45 to −5.44 eV, which were similar to those of
PNBTz1, which were consistent with the computation (Figure S5,
Supporting Information). However, PTBTz1 had a slightly deeper
HOMO energy level value of −5.53 eV, possibly due to its less or-
dered backbone structure as will be discussed later. The LUMO
energy levels were estimated to be around −2.85 eV for all the
polymers. The HOMO energy levels were also estimated using
photoemission yield spectroscopy, in which the trends across the
polymers were mostly the same (Figure S6, Supporting Infor-
mation and Figure 2a). Importantly, the HOMO energy levels of
the polymers were comparable to those of a benchmark polymer
PM6 having electron-withdrawing fluorine groups on the BDT
unit (Figure S7, Supporting Information). We also note that the
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Figure 2. a) Energy diagrams of the polymers. HOMO and LUMO energy levels were determined by the cyclic voltammetry. The HOMO energy levels in
the square brackets were the value obtained by the photoemission yield spectroscopy. b,c) UV–vis absorption spectra of the polymers in b) CF solution
and c) film. d–g) 2D GIXD patterns of the polymer neat films: d) PNBTz1, e) PiNBTz1, f) PTBTz1, and g) PTBTz2. h) Cross-sectional profiles along the
quasi-qz axis of 2D GIXD patterns. i) Laser-flash TRMC kinetic traces of the polymer neat films (𝜆ex = 355 nm).

optimized geometry of the model for all the polymers showed
that dihedral angles between the alkylthiophene and thiazole of
the BBTz, iBBTz, and TBTz rings were negligible, indicating that
these fused rings can indeed significantly coplanarize the link-
age.

Figure 2b shows the UV–vis absorption spectra of the poly-
mers in CF solution. All polymers showed an absorption band
covering the wavelength range of 300 to 600 nm with a vibrational
structure; the absorption maxima (𝜆max) corresponding to 0–0
and 0–1 transitions appeared at 550–560 nm and 515–525 nm, re-
spectively. Note that the spectra were normalized at the 0–1 tran-
sition peak (see Figure S8a, Supporting Information for the spec-
tra with the absorption coefficient). The intensity of the 0–0 band
with respect to the 0–1 band (I0–0/I0–1) was lower for PiNBTz1
(1.02) and PTBTz1 (1.09), both having a bent-shaped core, than
for PNBTz1 (1.27), having a linear-shaped core. These findings
suggest lower backbone order for PiNBTz1 and PTBTz1 than for
PNBTz1. On the other hand, PTBTz2 had an I0–0/I0–1 ratio of 1.19,
which was much higher than that of PTBTz1, despite that the two
polymers have the same backbone structure, but was close to that
of PNBTz1. Thus, the backbone order of PTBTz2 was considered
to be as high as that of PNBTz1. Figure 2c shows the absorp-

tion spectra of the polymer thin films, which was also normalized
at the 0–1 transition peak (see Figure S8b, Supporting Informa-
tion for the spectra with the absorption coefficient). In the thin
film, PiNBTz1 showed a lower I0–0/I0–1 ratio (0.99) than PNBTz1
(1.10) as is the case in the solution. However, PTBTz1 showed
an I0–0/I0–1 ratio of 1.11, which is almost the same as that for
PNBTz1, suggesting that the backbone order was enhanced by ag-
gregation. PTBTz2 also had the same I0–0/I0–1 ratio of 1.11. There-
fore, the backbone order of PTBTzs is similar to that of PNBTz1,
whereas that of PiNBTz1 is lower.

The polymer packing order was also investigated by the graz-
ing incidence wide-angle X-ray diffraction (GIXD) measure-
ments of polymer neat films (Figure 2d–g). All the polymers
showed two-dimensional (2D) GIXD patterns assignable to the
face-on orientation as the diffractions corresponding to the
lamella structure and π–π stacking were observed along the qxy
and quasi-qz axes, respectively. The relatively broad and weak
diffractions indicate that the polymers have low crystallinity
(Figure 2h and Figure S8, Supporting Information). Although
the four polymers showed similar crystallite coherence lengths,
some differences were noted in π–π stacking distance (dπ) (Ta-
ble S1, Supporting Information). The dπ value was the same for
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Figure 3. a) J–V curves and b) EQE spectra of the polymer/Y6 cells, and c) UV–vis absorption spectra of the polymer/Y6 blend films.

PiNBTz1 and PNBTz1, at 3.73 Å. As for PTBTzs, PTBTz2 also had
a similar dπ of 3.77 Å, whereas PTBTz1 had a dπ of 3.88 Å. We
also conducted the GIXD measurements for polymer/Y6 blend
films (Figure S9, Supporting Information), which similarly ex-
hibited diffraction patterns assignable to the face-on orientation.
Notably, however, the dπ value was ≈3.6 Å in all cases, which dif-
fered from the values obtained for the polymer neat films but
was rather similar to that for the Y6 neat film (Figure S10 and Ta-
ble S2, Supporting Information). Thus, the diffraction observed
along the quasi-qz axis in the blend films can be assigned to the
molecular order of Y6, specifically, its π–π stacking. The polymer
diffraction may be absent or too weak to be detected (i.e., hid-
den by the Y6 diffraction), suggesting that the polymers form an
amorphous-like structure.

We conducted the time-resolved microwave conductivity
(TRMC) measurements, which estimate the short-range charge
transport.[31] The charge transport property is quantified by 𝜑Σμ,
where 𝜑 is the quantum yield of charge generation by laser irradi-
ation in the measurement, and Σμ is the sum of hole and electron
charge carrier mobilities (Figure 2i). In the polymers examined
in the present study, the hole should be the dominant carrier.
PiNBTz1 and PTBTz1 exhibited 𝜑Σμ of 0.68 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1

and 0.65 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, both of which were
lower than that of PNBTz1 (0.96 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1). PTBTz2
exhibited 𝜑Σμ of 1.3 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1, which was slightly
higher than that of PNBTz1. We presume that the lower value
for PiNBTz1 is attributed to its lower backbone order, whereas the
lower value for PTBTz1 is attributed to its wider π–π stacking. The
higher value for PTBTz2 compared with PNBTz1, despite that the
backbone and π–π stacking orders were similar, could be due to
the larger π-system of the TBTz unit compared with the BBTz
unit, which possibly led to the enhanced interchain charge trans-
port via enhanced interchain π–π overlap.

2.3. Photovoltaic Performance

We fabricated OPV cells with a conventional structure
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PDINO/Ag), in which a blend of
polymer and Y6 with a weight ratio of 1:1.2 was spun from CF
solution containing 0.5 vol% of 1-chloronaphthalene (CN) as the
additive (Figure 3a,b and Table 1). For more details of the OPV
cells with different polymer:Y6 ratios, solvent additive, post-
treatments, and active layer thicknesses, see Figures S11–S20

Table 1. Photovoltaic properties of the polymer/Y6 cells.

Polymer JSC [JSC
EQE]

[mA cm−2]a)
VOC [V] FF PCE [PCEave] [%]b) I0–0/I0–1

PNBTz1 24.0 [24.1] 0.85 0.72 14.7 [14.3] 1.09

PiNBTz1 23.6 [23.6] 0.87 0.66 13.9 [13.3] 1.02

PTBTz1 19.6 [18.4] 0.89 0.51 9.0 [8.5] 1.05

PTBTz2 26.3 [26.4] 0.84 0.72 15.8 [15.4] 1.11

25.2 [25.3]c) 0.85c) 0.75c) 15.9 [15.6]c)

a)
JSC

EQE: JSC calculated from the EQE spectrum;
b)

PCE: maximum power conver-
sion efficiency. PCEave: average power conversion efficiency from more than 10 dif-
ferent cells with the optimized conditions;

c)
PNDIT-F3N-Br was used as the electron-

transporting layer instead of PDINO.

and Tables S3–S11 (Supporting Information). PiNBTz1 showed
a short-circuit current density (JSC) of 23.6 mA cm−2, VOC of
0.87 V, and a fill factor (FF) of 0.66, resulting in a PCE of 13.9%,
which was lower than that for PNBTz1 (PCE = 14.7%, JSC =
24.0 mA cm−2, VOC = 0.85 V, FF = 0.72). In particular, the FF
of PiNBTz1 was significantly lower than that of PNBTz1, which
may be due to the lower backbone order of PiNBTz1. However,
PiNBTz1 consistently showed a higher VOC than that of PNBTz1,
even though both had almost the same HOMO energy level. The
lower FF and higher VOC of PiNBTz1 compared with PNBTz1
may be explained by the difference in structural order at the
polymer/Y6 interface between these polymers, which originates
from the difference in backbone order.[18,32] Here, we show
the absorption spectra of the polymer/Y6 blend films, which
is normalized at the 0–1 transition peak of the polymer (see
Figure S8c, Supporting Information for the spectra with the
absorption coefficient). In fact, the I0–0/I0–1 ratio of PiNBTz1
(1.02) was lower than that of PNBTz1 (1.09) in the blend films
(Figure 3c, Table 1). Moreover, the absorption band of Y6 in the
PiNBTz1/Y6 blend film largely differed from that observed in the
other polymer blend films: it showed a relatively large shoulder
at around 700 nm with respect to the peak at around 800 nm.
This finding suggests that the difference in Y6 packing may also
account for the difference in photovoltaic performance.

PTBTz1 showed lower performance with a PCE of 9.0% (JSC
= 19.6 mA cm−2, VOC = 0.89 V, FF = 0.51) than PNBTz1. This
is in agreement with the fact that the I0–0/I0–1 ratio of PTBTz1
(1.05) was lower than that of PNBTz1 (1.09) in the blend film,

Adv. Sci. 2023, 10, 2205682 © 2022 The Authors. Advanced Science published by Wiley-VCH GmbH2205682 (5 of 8)
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whereas that was similar in the neat film. Furthermore, although
the polymer diffraction was absent or hidden in the 2D GIXD
pattern of the blend film, PTBTz1 should have a wider dπ than
PNBTz1, as observed in the neat film; this is also detrimental to
its photovoltaic performance. On the other hand, PTBTz2 showed
significantly higher OPV performance than PNBTz1, with a PCE
of 15.8% (JSC = 26.3 mA cm−2, VOC = 0.84 V, FF = 0.72). This was
consistent with the highest I0–0/I0–1 ratio (1.11) among these poly-
mers. In addition, the PTBTz2 cell exhibited a slightly improved
PCE of 15.9%, where the FF was significantly increased, by
changing the electron transporting layer from PDINO to PNDIT-
F3N-Br (Figure S21, Supporting Information and Table 1). The
PCEs of reaching 16% is among the highest values reported so
far for the OPVs based on halogen-free polymers (Table S13, Sup-
porting Information).

Here, it is important to note that the observed VOC values
(0.84–0.89 V) are mostly the same as or higher than those of
the cells using polymers with halogen groups as strong electron-
withdrawing substituents (e.g., PM6) (Figure S22 and Table S12,
Supporting Information) and an acceptor material having a simi-
lar bandgap with Y6. Further, the VOC values are also significantly
higher than those for most of the halogen-free polymers reported
so far, which typically give VOCs of below 0.83 V (Table S13, Sup-
porting Information). This demonstrates the great ability of the
thiazole-fused rings examined in the present study to provide
deeper HOMO energy levels, and hence, higher VOC values.

To further understand the difference in the photovoltaic per-
formance, we studied the photoluminescence quenching effi-
ciency of the blend films (Figure S23, Supporting Information).
The quenching efficiency of the PiNBTz1 blend was approxi-
mately 90% when excited with 800 nm, which was similar to
that of the PNBTz1 blend (≈90%). For PTBTzs, whereas the
quenching efficiency of was ≈70%, that of the PTBTz2 blend was
≈100%. Subsequently, we evaluated the ratio of JSC to the re-
verse saturation photocurrent density (Jph,sat) (Figure S24, Sup-
porting Information). Here, Jph,sat was estimated by using the
Hecht equation.[33] Typically, it can be assumed to be the charge
collection efficiency,[34–37] which is, however, often discussed as
a charge dissociation probability.[38,39] The charge collection effi-
ciency was 95% for the PiNBTz1 cell, which was slightly lower
than the PNBTz1 cell (97%). On the other hand, the PTBTz2
cell showed a slightly higher value of 96% while the PTBTz1
cell showed a significantly lower value of 88%. The results are
well-correlated with the photovoltaic performance. We also stud-
ied the bimolecular recombination by plotting the JSC values as a
function of light intensity (Figure S25, Supporting Information).
However, the difference was very small and therefore the recom-
bination may not be the critical factor for the difference in the
photovoltaic performances.

The differences in photovoltaic performance can be adequately
explained by considering the short-range charge transport evalu-
ated by the TRMC method as described above as well as the long-
range bulk charge transport that can be evaluated on the basis of
the space charge limited current (SCLC) model. The hole mobil-
ity according to the SCLC model, which was estimated by mea-
surements on the hole-only device using polymer/Y6 blend films
(Figure S26, Supporting Information), was 0.63 × 10−4 cm2 V−1

s−1 for the PiNBTz1 blend film and 0.96 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for

the PTBTz1 blend film. These values were lower than that of the
PNBTz1 blend film (4.5 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1). On the other hand,
the PTBTz2 blend film exhibited a similar hole mobility (4.2 ×
10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1) to that of the PNBTz1 blend film. The electron
mobilities of these blend films were almost the same: 1.7 × 10−4

cm2 V−1 s−1 for the PNBTz1/Y6 film, 1.9 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
the PiNBTz1/Y6 film, 1.7 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the PTBTz1/Y6
film, and 1.8 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the PTBTz2/Y6 film. In ad-
dition, the morphology of the blend films observed in the atomic
force microscopy (Figure S27, Supporting Information) and the
transmission electron microscopy (Figure S28, Supporting Infor-
mation) did not provide significant differences in these polymer
systems. This might be consistent with the fact that there was
no significant difference in the surface energy of each material
(Figure S29, Supporting Information).

2.4. Discussion on the Differences in Structural Order

As described above, the differences in polymer backbone order
as well as π–π stacking orders are key factors that affect photo-
voltaic performance of the polymers. Here we discuss the corre-
lation between the molecular structure and these structural or-
ders. Although some steric hindrance between the side chains
is present, PNBTz1 should have relatively high backbone order
and/or coplanarity as discussed in the previous report,[18] given
the rigid, planar, and linear shape of the BDT and BBTz units
(Figure 4a). As for PiNBTz1, the backbone order is likely to be
reduced as compared with PNBTz1 because the I0–0/I0–1 ratio is
lower. This can be attributed to the bent-shaped structure as well
as the C2v symmetry of the iBBTz unit.[40–43] Although iBBTz is
also a rigid and planar fused ring, such structural differences can
change the stereoregularity of the flanking alkylthiophenes (Fig-
ure 4b), i.e., the conformation of the two alkyl groups in PiNBTz1
in the most stable form becomes syn, whereas that in PNBTz1 is
anti. This can lower the overall rigidity of the polymer, thereby
causing torsion in the backbone. These structural features are
correlated with the increased solubility of PiNBTz1 as compared
with PNBTz1.

Regarding PTBTz1, despite the fact that its basic molecular
structure is similar to that of PiNBTz1, the I0–0/I0–1 ratio is higher
for PTBTz1 than for PiNBTz1, and is similar between PTBTz1
and PNBTz1. These findings suggest that the backbone order of
PTBTz1 is relatively high, as in the case of PNBTz1. This may be
because the thiophene ring fused to the iBBTz unit (i.e., TBTz
unit) enhances the overall backbone rigidity (Figure 4c). How-
ever, the additional alkyl (octyl) group in the TBTz unit hinders
the intermolecular interaction, as evidenced by the wider π–π
stacking. Notably, however, the backbone order is somewhat
reduced as a result of blending with the acceptor material.
Regarding PTBTz2, the I0–0/I0–1 ratio of is similar to that of
PTBTz1 in the neat film but is larger in the blend film. We pre-
sume that because the size of the alkyl groups on the thiophene
rings neighboring the TBTz unit is smaller (i.e., 2-butyloctyl
for PTBTz1 and 2-ethylhexyl for PTBTz2), the steric hindrance
between the substituents is significantly reduced, thereby al-
lowing the backbone to preserve high order even in the blend
film. In addition, it is likely that the reduced steric hindrance
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of a) PNBTz1, b) PiNBTz1, c) PTBTz1, and d) PTBTz2 showing how structural differences determine backbone order.

also enhances π–π stacking in the blend film. The branched
2-ethylhexyl group attached to the TBTz unit in PTBTz2, instead
of the linear octyl group in PTBTz1, may compensate for the
reduced size of the alkyl groups on the thiophene rings in the
backbone and ensure the solubility of the polymer (Figure 4d).

3. Conclusion

In this study, we rationally designed and synthesized new π-
conjugated polymers incorporating π-extended thiazole-based
fused rings. These polymers showed deep HOMO energy levels
even without halogen groups that are often introduced as sub-
stituents in high-performance polymers, which resulted in high
VOCs of more than 0.84 V in the OPV cell combined with Y6 as
the acceptor. Further, a TBTz-based polymer PTBTz2 had high
backbone order and high solubility, which led to, PCEs of as high
as 15.9%. These VOC and PCE values are among the top values
observed for “halogen-free” π-conjugated polymers so far. Our
results clearly demonstrate that a careful molecular design can
provide high-performance polymers having both high backbone
order and high solubility, which are always in a trade-off relation-
ship. We believe that this study will serve as an important refer-
ence for designing π-conjugated polymers to achieve highly effi-
cient OPVs.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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